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director and founder of Teach Plus,
a Boston-based group that works
to improve teacher retention in
urban schools.
“The [defined-benefit pension]
system does work for a whole
bunch of people,” Ms. Coggins
said, “so to an extent, [early-career
teachers] might be thinking, ‘I
might stay, and if I stay, that sure
does look good.’ ”
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redirect savings to other teachercompensation initiatives would be
politically possible.
“The idea that money is magically going to come out of pensions
and appear in salaries, to me, is a
little optimistic,” she said. “I would
imagine we’d have to fight pretty
hard for that money.”
Nevertheless, teacher-policy experts argue that turnover rates
among teachers are still higher
than they need to be. Whether
changes to pension systems can
help alleviate that problem remains yet to be studied. Statelawmakers have not had much
luck moving to alternative pension models, such as definedcontribution plans, which require
teachers to choose 401(k)-style
investment options and do not
guarantee a fixed payment. The
teachers’ unions don’t favor such
plans because they are riskier for
teachers.
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An Alternative?
In their paper, Mr. Costrell and
Mr. Podgursky floated a second
option that they argue would
reduce teacher risk. Called a
“cash-balance plan,” the model
guarantees a specified rate of return, such as 5 percent, based on
the contributions of teachers and
districts. Net pension wealth thus
would grow smoothly and predictably over time.
Because such a plan would uncouple the calculation of benefits
from a teacher’s length of service
in the district, it would allow beginning and midcareer teachers
to accrue much more significant
pension benefits, and equalize
turnover across teacher age, Mr.
Costrell postulated. As a result, he
argued, teachers’ decisions to stay
or leave could be more strongly
tied to factors such as performance
or effectiveness.
“A defined-benefit system doesn’t
discriminate,” he said. “It pushes
out both good and bad [teachers]
and keeps in both good and bad.
Under a more neutral system, we
might expect that teachers who
know this is not for them would
leave, and those that know it is for
them would stay.”
Teacher representatives, though,
say that viewpoint overstates the
benefits of cash-balance plans.
“CB plans are neither more nor
less portable than traditional pension plans,” Ms. Quinn of the AFT
said. “The fact of the matter is
that it’s up to the policymakers”
who set plan rules to determine
portability options.
Mr. Costrell acknowledged the
dearth of reliable ways to determine how cash-balance plans or
other alternatives would change
the teacher workforce.
And so far, neither states nor
teachers are clamoring for them.
That lack of demand, some experts say, may reflect the fact that
early-career teachers are not always aware that leaving the profession early will cost them significantly in pension wealth.
“I think early-career teachers ...
haven’t necessarily flagged [the
retirement system] as an area of
concern. And when you get into
it deeply, it’s incredibly complex,”
said Celine Coggins, the executive
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